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Abstract: In this paper, we scrutinize the problem of finding the optimal possible tradeoff of risk against return
in relation to the standard mean-variance portfolio selection model; including cardinality constraints that limit
a portfolio to have a specified number of assets, and to impose limits on the proportion of the portfolio held in a
given asset. Chang et al [2] were the first to introduce cardinality constrained portfolio optimization problem
and included several algorithms to solve the problem. In this paper, a novel hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm
based on genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is developed to improve the results obtained in [2]. Besides,
a decision support system based on the hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm is developed to help the investor do
tradeoffs between possible portfolios and decide on a suitable portfolio among the assets.
Keywords: portfolio selection, decision support system, hybrid heuristic algorithm
INTRODUCTION
Markowitz assumed that asset returns follow a multivariate normal distribution. For a set of assets, the set of
portfolios that offer the minimum risk for a given level of return form the efficient frontier. The portfolios on
the efficient frontier can be obtained by quadratic programming (QP). The strengths of this approach are that
QP solvers are available and efficient in terms of computing time. From a practical point of view, however, the
Markowitz is too basic as it ignores many of the indisputable constraints such as trading constraints, size of
the portfolio, etc. Including such constraints in the formulation results in an NP-hard problem which will not
be solved in reasonable computational time.
Several researchers have attempted to attack this problem by a variety of techniques (decomposition, cutting
planes, interior point methods, . . .), but there appears to be room for much improvement on this front. In
particular, exact solution methods fail to solve large-scale instances of the problem. Therefore, in this paper,
we investigate the ability of a hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm to deliver high-quality solutions for this model
enriched by cardinality constraint and floor & ceiling constraint.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the portfolio selection model that we want to
solve. Section 3 presents a brief literature review of the portfolio selection problems. The proposed hybrid
algorithm and its details are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 illustrates a decision support system
based on the developed algorithm.
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2. Problem Definition
2-1 Unconstrained problem
The problem of selecting a portfolio among n assets was formulated by Markowitz in 1952. In this model, each
asset is characterized by a return varying randomly with time. The risk of each asset is measured by the
variance of its return. The basic assumption is that the investor aims to design a portfolio which minimizes risk
while achieving a predetermined expected return, say R*. Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as
follows for any value of R*:
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

min � � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

Subject to:
𝑛𝑛

� 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝑅𝑅 ∗
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑛𝑛

� 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑖𝑖=1

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1 for 𝑖𝑖 = 1. … . 𝑁𝑁

N : the number of available assets,
µi : the expected return of asset i (i =1,2,…,N),
σij : the covariance between assets i and j (i =1,2,…,N; j =1,2,…,N),
R* : the desired expected return.
wi : the proportion (0≤ wi≤1) held of asset i (i =1,2,…,N)

The first equation minimizes the total variance (risk) associated with the portfolio. The second one
demonstrates that the portfolio has an expected return of R*. The third equation ensures that the proportions
add to one. This formulation is a simple nonlinear (quadratic) programming problem for which computationally
effective algorithms exist so there is little difficulty in calculating the optimal solution for any particular data
set.
2-2 Efficient frontier
By resolving the above formulation for different values of R*, the efficient frontier is obtained, a smooth nondecreasing curve that represents the set of Pareto-optimal (non-dominated) portfolios. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: An example efficient frontier
For the unconstrained case it is standard practice to trace out the efficient frontier by introducing a weighting
parameter λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). The efficient frontier is obtained by varying the parameter λ.
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

min λ( � � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) − (1 − 𝜆𝜆)( � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 )
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

Subject to:

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛

� 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑖𝑖=1

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1 for 𝑖𝑖 = 1. … . 𝑁𝑁

The case λ = 0 represents maximize expected return (irrespective of the risk involved) and the optimal solution
will involve just the single asset with the highest return. Furthermore, the case λ = 1 represents minimize risk
(irrespective of the return involved) and the optimal solution will typically include a number of assets.
2-3 Constrained problem
In order to extend our formulation to the constrained case let:

K be the desired number of assets in the portfolio,
εi be the minimum proportion that must be held of asset i if any of asset i is held,
δi be the maximum proportion that can be held of asset i if any of asset i is held,
where we must have 0 ≤ εi ≤ δi ≤ 1. In practice εi represents a minimum transaction level for asset i and δi limits
the exposure of the portfolio to asset i. Introducing zero-one decision variables:
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1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 = �
0 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

the constrained portfolio optimization problem is expressed as below:
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

min λ( � � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) − (1 − 𝜆𝜆)( � 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 )
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑗𝑗=1

𝑖𝑖=1

Subject to:
𝑛𝑛

� 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁

� 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 = 𝐾𝐾
𝑖𝑖=1

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ∈ [0. 1]

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1 for 𝑖𝑖 = 1. … . 𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖 = 1. … . 𝑁𝑁

The first equation minimizes the total risk associated with the portfolio whilst the second one ensures that the
portfolio has an expected return of R*. The third equation ensures that the proportions add to one whilst the
forth one ensures that exactly K assets are held. The fifth equation ensures that if any of asset i is held (zi = 1)
its proportion wi must lie between εi and δi, whilst if none of asset i is held (zi = 0) its proportion wi is zero. The
last equation is the integrality constraint.
3. Literature review
There have been several financial models for portfolio selection problems. The well-known Markowitz model [1]
developed in 1952 attracted the attention of many researchers as it provided a simple model for the selection of
best portfolios. Since then, a lot of research is done on portfolio selection based on Markowitz model.
The simple model, as mentioned before, is a QP which can be solved by exact algorithms. However, if more
realistic cases are investigated, the problem, in many cases, is proved to be an NP-hard problem. Thus, many
heuristic algorithms are developed to solve this sort of problems. Shapcott [21] was one of the first to use genetic
algorithms for solving the portfolio selection problem. Genetic Algorithms are the most popular algorithms in
the context of portfolio selection problems [2, 4, 15, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27]. More recently, Suksonghong et al.
developed several multi-objective genetic algorithms for solving portfolio optimization problems in the
electricity market [30].
Many other algorithms like Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and
Neural Network are used for this kind of problems. Crama and Schyns [3] developed a Simulated Annealing
algorithm to for a complex version of the problem. Rolland [20] used Tabu Search to solve a special type of
problem. Doerner [7,8] presented an ant colony optimization to solve multi-objective portfolio selection
problems. The neural networks are also popular in this context. Fernandez and Gomez [9] presented a neural
network approach for this problem. Furthermore, a version of this problem considering skewness and using
neural network was developed by Yu et al [28]. More recently, Ruiz and Suarez used memetic algorithm to
address the portfolio selection problem with cardinality constraints and piecewise linear transaction costs [31].
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Chang et al [2] also tackled our problem, using the cardinality constraint in the context of portfolio selection for
the first time. They used 3 meta-heuristic algorithms - Genetic Algorithm, Tabu Search and Simulated
Annealing - to solve this problem. This paper seeks to improve the results obtained in [2]. Table 1 demonstrates
a summary of the literature review in portfolio selection context.
Author

Year

Proposed Algorithm(s)

Shapcott

1992

Genetic Algorithm

Arnone et al.

1993

Genetic Algorithm

Loraschi et al.

1995

Distributed Genetic Algorithm

Speranze

1996

Heuristic Algorithm

Rolland

1997

Tabu Search

Vedarajan

1997

Genetic Algorithm

Chang et al.

2000

Wang et al.

2001

Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing,
Tabu Search
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm

Doerner et al.

2001

Ant Colony Optimization

Maringer

2001

Ant Colony Optimization

Crama and Schyns

2003

Simulated Annealing

Kellerer and Maringer

2003

Hybrid Local Search

Maringer and Winker

2003

Memetic Algorithm

Doerner et al.

2004

Ant Colony Optimization

Fernandez and Gomez

2005

Neural Network

Kendall and Su

2005

Particle Swarm Optimization

Gomez et al.

2006

Hybrid Search

Mous et al.

2006

Yan et al.

2007

Lin and Liu

2008

Comparison Between Genetic Algorithm and
Particle Swarm Optimization
Hybrid Genetic Algorithm and Particle
Swarm Optimization
Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm

Yu et al.

2008

Neural Network

Deng et al.

2012

Particle Swarm Optimization

Suksonghong et al.

2014

Multi Objective Genetic Algorithms

Ruiz and Suarez

2017

Memetic Algorithm

Kumar and Mishra

2017

Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm

Table 1: A summary of literature review
Recent studied portfolio selection problems are mostly heading in two directions: fuzzy problems [32,33] and
multi-objective algorithms [30]. But few articles have studied on the development of Decision Support Systems
in portfolio selection context. Recently, Jalota et al. proposed a decision support system for portfolio selection
with uncertain parameters [34].
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4. Proposed hybrid algorithm
A version of problem similar to our case was first proposed by Chang et al [2]. They presented 3 heuristic
algorithms: Genetic Algorithm, Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing. The results obtained in their paper
demonstrate that improvements can be achieved through developing more effective algorithms. In this paper,
a genetic algorithm is presented to develop a good solution for each λ. The solutions, then, will be improved by
a simulated annealing algorithm.
4-1 Evaluation
Both the GA and SA algorithms require a function to make the solutions feasible and also evaluate the solutions.
Therefore, the evaluation function is first described.
4-1-1 Chromosome representation
The chromosomes defined have 2 distinct parts, a set of K distinct assets and K real numbers si. si can be
interpreted as the share of the free portfolio proportion (1 − ∑ 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 ) associated with asset i. After the evaluation,
another line is added showing the wi related to each asset i.
4-1-2 Chromosome evaluation
To evaluate the chromosome, the wi related to each asset i should be calculated. Not all possible chromosomes
correspond to feasible solutions (because of the constraint relating to the limits on the proportion of an asset
that can be held). However, when evaluating each solution, the simple procedure was used in order to try and
ensure that the evaluated solution was feasible.
To explain our representation and Algorithm 1 further suppose that we have N=10, K=2 and εi=0.1 for any i.
One GA solution might therefore be Q= {3, 7} and {s3=0.9, s7=0.5}. This means that assets 3 and 7 are in the
portfolio. The free portfolio proportion is(1 − ∑ 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 ) = 0.8, since each of the two assets must have a proportion in

the portfolio of at least 0.1. Hence we interpret this GA representation of {s3=0.9, s7=0.5} to mean that the share
of the free portfolio proportion devoted to asset 3 is s3/(s3+s7) =0.9/1.4=0.6429. Hence the proportion w3
associated with asset 3 in the portfolio is given by 0.1+0.6429(0.8), i.e. the minimum proportion plus the
appropriate share of the free portfolio proportion, hence w3=0.6143. Similarly the proportion w7 associated with
asset 7 is w7=0.1+ (s7/ (s3+s7)) 0.8=0.3857. Note that these values for w3 and w7 both satisfy the lower proportion
limits and sum to one.

In this algorithm, we can ensure that the constraints relating to the lower limits εi are satisfied in a single
algorithmic step. However we need an iterative procedure to ensure that the constraints relating to the upper
limits δi are satisfied. Thus, in the cases which wi of asset i is over δi, wi are set to δi and the remaining wi are
calculated again without the consideration of such assets. After the floor and ceiling constraints are satisfied,
the modified chromosome is evaluated and its fitness is obtained.
4-2 Genetic Algorithm
The proposed GA, as the main framework of the algorithm, plays an important role in producing good initial
solutions to be improved by the SA algorithm. Here, we introduce the main parts of the GA.
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4-2-1 Selection of parents
In this problem, parents are chosen by binary tournament selection which works by forming two pools of
individuals, each consisting of two individuals drawn from the population randomly. The individuals with the
best fitness, one taken from each of the two tournament pools, are chosen to be parents.
4-2-2 Crossover and mutation operators
Children in the GA are generated by uniform crossover. In uniform crossover, two parents have a single child.
If an asset i is present in both parents, it is present in the child (with an associated value si randomly chosen
from one or other parent). If an asset i is present in just one parent, it has probability 0.5 of being present in
the child.
Children are also subject to mutation, multiplying by 0.9 or 1.1 (chosen with equal probability) the value (εi +
si) of a randomly selected asset i. This mutation corresponds to decreasing or increasing this value by 10%.
4-2-3 Verification of the size of portfolio
After the child is generated, it may contain more than or less than K assets. If it has more than K assets, the
assets with the least wi are eliminated until the portfolio contains exactly K assets. If it has less than K assets,
the assets which were in the parents but are not in the child are used to fulfill the empty places of the portfolio.
If no such assets are available, assets which are not included in the portfolio are randomly added in the portfolio
with si = 0.
4-2-4 Algorithm procedure
The inputs are:
o Limits matrix (bounds)
o Mean and variance matrix (meanvar)
o Correlation matrix (corr)
• For E λ, do the following:
o Generate a random population with size ‘popsize’
o Evaluate the population with ‘evaluate’ function
o For ‘iteration’ iterations, do the following:
 Select the parents with ‘binary tournament’ method
 Perform the crossover operator for reproduction
 Perform mutation on the produced child
 Verify that the child has exactly K assets
 Evaluate the child
 (improve the child with ‘SA’ function)
 Update the population (the child should replace the worst member of population)
o Update λ
• end
4-3 Simulated Annealing
•

In this paper, the SA heuristic is used as a neighboring mechanism to improve the GA solutions. The SA
modules can be described as follows.
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4-3-1 Moving operator
The move operator corresponds to taking all assets present in the portfolio of K assets and multiplying their
values by 0.9 and 1.1. This means that the number of neighbors which we need to evaluate is 2K.
4-3-2 Algorithm procedure
•

•

•
•

The inputs are:
o Initial solution obtained from GA
o Limits matrix (bounds)
o Mean and variance matrix (meanvar)
o Correlation matrix (corr)
o λ and the best fitness for it
o Number of temperature decrease (step)
o Iterations in each temperature (MaxIter)
o Decrease ratio (α)
do for ‘MaxIter’ iterations:
o Select a random asset i from the chromosome and multiply its wi in 0.9 or 1.1
o Evaluate the new chromosome with ‘evaluate’ function
o If the fitness of new chromosome is better, it replaces the current solution, otherwise, the
replacement is made with the probability of e(-∆f/temp)
Decrease the temperature with ‘α’ ratio (T=α*T)
end

4-4 Test problem
To test our heuristic algorithm, we examined three test data sets used in Chang et al [2]. We considered the
Hang Seng (Hong Kong), DAX 100 (Germany) and S&P 100 (USA).
All of the test problems solved in this paper are available at http://mscmga.ms.ic.ac.uk/.
4-5 MPE 1 calculation
The results should be compared to the UEF. Figure 2 shows a sample solution and UEF. Suppose that (xi, yi) is
the discrete (x-coordinate: standard deviation, y-coordinate: return) values on the UEF. For a portfolio with (x*,
y*), let j correspond to yj = min [yi | yi ≥ y*] and k correspond to yk = max [yi | yi ≤ y*] (i.e. yj and yk are the closest
y-coordinates bracketing y*). Simple geometry enables us to say that the value x** associated with the x-direction
linearly interpolated point on the UEF with y=y* (i.e. looking horizontally) is x** = xk + (xj-xk)[(y*- yk)/(yj - yk)]. A
convenient percentage deviation error measure for this direction is then | 100(x*-x**)/x** | (note here that no
value is calculated if either j or k do not exist).
In a same way, y** associated with the y-direction linearly interpolated point on the UEF with x=x* (i.e. looking
vertically) is y**= yk + (yj - yk)[(x*- xk)/(xj - xk)]. A convenient percentage deviation error measure for this direction
is then | 100(y*-y**)/y** | (note here that no value is calculated if either j or k do not exist).

1

Mean Percentage Error
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Unconstrained
Efficient Frontier
Vertical
error
Return

p

Horizontal

Risk

Figure 2: MPE calculation

4-6 The hybrid algorithm
The hybrid genetic algorithm and simulated annealing heuristic can now be developed. First, the genetic
algorithm initializes a good feasible solution. The solution is then improved by the stochastic simulated
annealing algorithm. By the end of the process, a set of solutions for each λ is obtained. The result, MPE, is
calculated by making a comparison between the solutions and UEF.
4-7 Computational results
In this section, we present computational results for the hybrid heuristic algorithm we have presented above.
Note here that all of the computational results presented in this section are for our hybrid heuristic as coded in
MATLAB and run on a Pentium 4 computer with 2028 MB RAM and 4.00GHz CPU.
To achieve the best results, first, a parameter setting and tuning is performed. We examined 50 different λ
values. With regard to the number of iterations T, we used T = 3000 for GA heuristic and T=2*N (N is the
number of assets) for SA heuristic. We examined the model in two cases: unconstrained and constrained cases.
We used a population size of 20 in the first case and 150 in the second one for GA. We also used 150 steps of
temperature decrease in the unconstrained case and 100 steps in the constrained case for SA heuristic.
If K equals the number of all assets and ‘bounds’ are between 0 and 1, it would be the unconstrained case, but
for constrained case, we used K=10 and bounds between 0.01 and 1 to be able to compare our results with test
problems. Table 2 presents the results.
Index
Hang Seng
DAX
S&P

Number of
Mean Percentage
assets in
Error (%)
portfolio (K)
31
0.0062
10
1.1287
85
0.0074
10
2.5181
98
0.0473
10
2.8685
Table 2: Results
99

Time
(seconds)
181.86
182.37
390.43
233.83
833.13
275.86
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Here, we compared our results with the results obtained from [2] shown in Table 3. It is clear that out hybrid
heuristic algorithm is capable of achieving better results in comparison with the individual algorithms
presented in [2] and mostly improves the results in terms of error and running time of the algorithm. A tradeoff
between unconstrained efficient frontier (UEF) and our unconstrained results obtained from S&P is illustrated
in Figure 3.
Index

N

Chang et al. [2]
GA Heuristic

Time
(seconds)

Hybrid GA.SA
Heuristic

Time
(seconds)

Hang Seng

31

0.0202

621

0.0062

181.86

DAX

85

0.0136

10332

0.0074

390.43

S&P

98

0.0084

15879

0.0473

833.13

Table 3: Results for the unconstrained case

Figure 3: S&P tradeoff curve for unconstrained case

For the constrained case, however, the algorithm is not as capable as it was in unconstrained case and cannot
dominate the results obtained from [2] as shown in Table 4. Of course, there is no reason to verify the results
of [2], but unfortunately, we could not validate our hybrid heuristic algorithm in the constrained case. A tradeoff
between unconstrained efficient frontier (UEF) and our constrained results obtained from S&P is illustrated in
Figure 4.
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Index

N

Chang et al. [2]
GA Heuristic

Time
(seconds)

Hybrid GA.SA
Heuristic

Time
(seconds)

Hang Seng

31

1.0974

172

1.1287

182.37

DAX

85

2.5424

544

2.5181

233.83

FTSE

89

1.1076

638

2.8685

275.86

Table 4: Results for the constrained case

Figure 4: S&P tradeoff curve for constrained case (K=10)
Note here that the constrained case is compared to an unconstrained efficient frontier as there are no exact
algorithms to solve it and the constrained results are better if their distance from the unconstrained efficient
frontier get smaller.
Here, the decision maker has an explicit view of the available possibilities and can do tradeoffs between
different situations, depending on which range of risk or return he/she can bear. To provide a software package
for such decision makers, in the next section, a Decision Support System is presented.
5. Decision Support System for Portfolio Selection
As mentioned earlier, many investors face the problem of selecting an appropriate portfolio of assets in which
to invest. To solve this problem, many systems have been generated. But, the point is that the problem of
portfolio selection is so much developing and has been enriched by more realistic constraints. Therefore, the
model base of those systems should be updated in order to be able to effectively correspond to the needs of such
investors.
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Any Decision Support System has 3 parts: Database, Model Base and Graphical User Interface (GUI). The
Model Base is presented in Section 4; enriched by the hybrid algorithm. Here, we first present our prototyping
approach and then, present the remaining modules of our system.
5-1 Prototyping method
Prototyping is a small-scale version of the system under investigation. To use prototyping, we should be familiar
with the prototyping methods. There are 4 types of prototyping approaches:
1. Illustrative or throwaway: This prototype is designed for the purpose of illustration and gaining
feedback and If user does not like the prototype, it will be thrown away an a new prototype may be
designed;
2. Simulated Prototyping (Step Forward Prototyping): Provides models that behave as if they were parts
of the desired information systems. This model is interactive, since the model can be refined and
enhanced.
3. Functional Prototyping: This method is similar to Similar to the simulated methodology, but in contrast,
it provides models that represent a more complete set of system functions.
4. Evolving Prototyping: This method starts from a small-scale system and then, it evolves into the final
system by continuously adding new features and upgrading the existing features.
In this case, a throwaway approach is used, because here, it is easier and more user-oriented to construct a
small comprehensive prototype than a phase-to-phase one. A throwaway procedure is shown in Figure 5.

Define the problem

Build a prototype
No
Demo

Yes
Throwaway prototype

Figure 5: Throwaway prototype
5-2 Database
The databases used in this paper are three excel workbooks for each of three data sets. Each workbook has four
excel sheets: the first sheet contains the ‘bounds’ matrix which is the floor and ceiling constraint. The mean and
variance of each asset is included in the second sheet marked as ‘meanvar’ sheet. The third sheet has the
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correlation matrix and the forth one includes the numbers which when plotted, we have the UEF. Those are all
the data we need to use in this paper. Figure 6 demonstrates the ‘correlation’ sheet, DAX100 database.

Figure 6: DAX100 Database
5-3 Graphical User Interface
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Figure 7: Blank GUI

Here, the procedure of using the program is explained. First, the user chooses the data set he/she would like to
select the favorable portfolio from. There are 3 possible choices: Hang Seng, DAX 100 and S&P. Then, the user
can try one of the following commands from the ‘Commands’ panel:
•

Open/Edit Database: by pressing this button, the selected data set will open. Then, the user can see,
verify or if necessary, edit the data which is available in four excel sheets. (Figure 7)

•

Evaluate: by pressing this button, the evaluation will be performed.

•

Exit: Pressing this button will close the GUI.
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Figure 7: Database in MS Excel format opened by the GUI

To choose a suitable portfolio with predetermined constraints (K and bounds), first, the user should identify the
constraints. K is identified in the available text box on the GUI and the floor and ceiling ratios is available in
the database.
If the constraints are valid, the evaluation will be started and the status bar will be changed to the ‘Running…’
status. During the evaluation, the ‘Axes’ tool shows the progress. After the evaluation is completed, the total
time and MPE of the evaluation process will be demonstrated in the relevant text boxes and the status box will
be changed to ‘Completed!’. By pressing the ‘Get it’ button, the user can get the final results of the evaluation
which is an excel workbook named ‘Result.xlsx’. This file contains the lambdas in each row and their relevant
evaluation, risk and return. Figure 8 demonstrates a running instance of the portfolio selection problem. In this
instance, the data set is DAX100, K=10 and the bounds for all assets is set to 0.01 and 1. Figure 9 shows the
final result of that instance. Table 5 also shows the results obtained from excel by clicking the ‘Get it’ button.
Note here that all the results obtained from this system have one parameter setting which is considered
approximately suitable for all cases, unconstrained or constrained. As a result, not all the cases have good
results, but in many cases, we could get reasonable results.
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Figure 8: running instance of the problem
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Figure 9: completed evaluation of the instance
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EvaluationRisk
Return
0 0.00937
0.0024 0.00937
0.020408 0.009093 0.002394 0.009332
0.040816 0.008892 0.002392 0.009372
0.061224 0.008649 0.00239 0.009369
0.081633 0.008398 0.002394 0.009357
0.102041 0.008168 0.002394 0.009368
0.122449 0.007916 0.002398 0.009355
0.142857 0.007683 0.002396 0.009363
0.163265 0.007408 0.002396 0.009321
0.183673 0.007198 0.001976 0.009262
0.204082 0.00698 0.001723 0.009211
0.22449 0.006677 0.002393 0.009303
0.244898 0.006536 0.001396 0.009108
0.265306 0.006338 0.001296 0.009094
0.285714 0.006127 0.001214 0.009063
0.306122 0.005921 0.001155 0.009042
0.326531 0.005709 0.001102 0.009011
0.346939 0.005506 0.001063 0.008995
0.367347 0.005298 0.001031 0.008973
0.387755 0.005099 0.001003 0.008963
0.408163 0.004889 0.000981 0.008937
0.428571 0.00469 0.000965 0.008931
0.44898 0.004489 0.000944 0.008917
0.469388 0.004288 0.000929 0.008904
0.489796 0.004091 0.000922 0.008903

Lambda

0.510204
0.530612
0.55102
0.571429
0.591837
0.612245
0.632653
0.653061
0.673469
0.693878
0.714286
0.734694
0.755102
0.77551
0.795918
0.816327
0.836735
0.857143
0.877551
0.897959
0.918367
0.938776
0.959184
0.979592
1

0.003884
0.003688
0.00348
0.003291
0.003099
0.002905
0.002714
0.002522
0.002335
0.002134
0.00195
0.001765
0.001584
0.001397
0.00122
0.001043
0.000864
0.000611
0.000529
0.000378
0.000235
9.13E-05
-6.2E-06
-0.0001
-0.00015

0.000912
0.000886
0.000842
0.000802
0.000774
0.000753
0.000729
0.000712
0.000694
0.00068
0.000668
0.000654
0.000624
0.000592
0.000565
0.000542
0.000524
0.000433
0.000427
0.000366
0.000308
0.000222
0.000186
0.000171
0.00015

0.008881
0.008858
0.008785
0.008748
0.008717
0.00868
0.008645
0.008611
0.008582
0.008511
0.008496
0.008464
0.008391
0.008271
0.00818
0.008087
0.007976
0.006875
0.00738
0.006925
0.006341
0.00489
0.004221
0.003119
0.00172

Table 5: Final Results of the instance

In such case, the investor can easily do tradeoffs and decide on a suitable portfolio among the assets.
6. Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we presented a decision support system for a constrained portfolio selection problem. The main
contribution was in the model base of the system which was a hybrid GA and SA algorithm. Then, we explained
how the system including database and GUI was developed.
Future investigations include the consideration of more constraints and the modification of the algorithm to
make it more powerful in getting better results, especially in the constrained cases. Due to the practical nature
of the portfolio optimization in this developing financial market, it would be very intriguing to incorporate
complex decision support systems in portfolio selection problems, taking more realistic constraints into
consideration.
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